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Key points summary 29 

 Skeletal muscle capillary density and vasoreactivity are reduced in obesity, 30 

due to reduced nitric oxide bioavailability  31 

 Sprint interval training (SIT) has been proposed as a time efficient alternative 32 

to moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT), but its effect on the skeletal 33 

muscle microvasculature has not been studied in obese individuals.  34 

 We observed that SIT and MICT led to equal increases in capillarisation and 35 

endothelial eNOS content, while reducing endothelial NOX2 content in 36 

microvessels of young obese men. 37 

 We conclude that SIT is equally effective at improving skeletal muscle 38 

capillarisation and endothelial enzyme balance, while being a time efficient 39 

alternative to traditional MICT. 40 

Word count: 100 41 

 42 
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 52 

 53 
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Abstract  55 

Sprint interval training (SIT) has been proposed as a time efficient alternative to 56 

moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT), leading to similar improvements in 57 

skeletal muscle capillary density and microvascular function in young healthy 58 

humans. In this study we made the first comparisons of the muscle microvascular 59 

response to SIT and MICT in an obese population. Sixteen young obese men (age 60 

25±1 yr, BMI 34.8±0.9 kg.m
-2

) were randomly assigned to 4 weeks of MICT (40-60 61 

min cycling at ~65% VO2peak, 5 times per wk.) or constant load SIT (4-7 constant 62 

workload intervals of 200% Wattmax 3 times per wk.).  Muscle biopsies were taken 63 

before and after training from the m. vastus lateralis to measure muscle microvascular 64 

endothelial eNOS content, eNOS serine
1177 

phosphorylation, NOX2 content and 65 

capillarization using quantitative immunofluorescence microscopy. Maximal aerobic 66 

capacity (VO2peak), whole body insulin sensitivity and arterial stiffness were also 67 

assessed. SIT and MICT increased skeletal muscle microvascular eNOS content and 68 

eNOS ser
1177

 phosphorylation in terminal arterioles and capillaries (P<0.05), but the 69 

later effect was eliminated when normalised to eNOS content (P = 0.217). SIT and 70 

MICT also reduced microvascular endothelial NOX2 content (P<0.05) and both 71 

increased capillary density and capillary-fibre-perimeter exchange index  (P<0.05). In 72 

parallel, SIT and MICT increased VO2peak (P<0.05), whole body insulin sensitivity 73 

(P<0.05) and reduced central artery stiffness (P<0.05). As no significant differences 74 

were observed between SIT and MICT it is concluded that SIT is a time efficient 75 

alternative to MICT to improve aerobic capacity, insulin sensitivity and muscle 76 

capillarisation and endothelial eNOS/NAD(P)Hoxidase protein ratio in young obese 77 

men.  78 

 79 
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Abbreviations AIx, Augmentation index; AIx@75bpm, Augmentation index 80 

normalised to 75 beats per minute; AUC, area under the curve; BMI, Body mass 81 

index; CC, Capillary contacts; CD, Capillary density; C/FI, Capillary-to-fibre ratio on 82 

an individual-fibre basis; CFPE, capillary fibre perimeter exchange index; cPWV, 83 

Central pulse wave velocity; DXA, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry; FA, fibre cross 84 

sectional area; HIT, High intensity interval training; Kf, filtration capacity; MICT, 85 

moderate-intensity continuous training, NAD(P)Hox, NAD(P)Hoxidase; NOX2, 86 

Subunit of the NAD(P)Hox complex; NO, Nitric oxide; O2
-
,superoxide anion; OGTT, 87 

oral glucose tolerance  test; VO2peak, Peak oxygen consumption; pPWV, peripheral 88 

pulse wave velocity; PWV, Pulse wave velocity; SMA, smooth muscle actin; ser
1177

, 89 

serine
1177

 (main phosphorylation site of eNOS); SIT, sprint interval training; UEA-I 90 

FITC, Ulex Europaeus-FITC conjugated; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor; 91 

WGA-350, Wheat germ agglutinin-350; Wmax, maximal power output on 92 

incremental exercise test. 93 

 94 

 95 

 96 
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 102 

 103 

 104 
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Introduction 105 

Obesity has become a global epidemic with 200 million men and 300 million women 106 

over 20 years of age classified as obese worldwide (WHO, 2009) (Body mass index 107 

(BMI)> 30 kg.m
-2

) (Kelly et al., 2008). The rapid increase in obesity is regarded to be 108 

instrumental in the increased prevalence of cardiovascular and metabolic disease seen 109 

worldwide (WHO, 2009). Therefore, the obesity epidemic is regarded as a major 110 

economic, social and health burden.   111 

 112 

A growing body of literature suggests that reductions in muscle capillary density 113 

(Gavin et al., 2005) and impairments in the vasodilatory responsiveness of the muscle 114 

microvasculature to physiological stimuli (insulin, increased blood shear stress during 115 

physical activity and increases in interstitial VEGF after exercise) are instrumental to 116 

the development of functional impairments, and in the longer term chronic disease in 117 

obesity  (Clerk et al., 2006; Wagenmakers et al., 2006; de Jongh et al., 2008; Bakker 118 

et al., 2009; Barrett et al., 2009; Barrett et al., 2011; Doupis et al., 2011; Hoier & 119 

Hellsten, 2014).  It is well established that skeletal muscle microvascular nitric oxide 120 

(NO) bioavailability plays a key role in many of these processes (McAllister & 121 

Laughlin, 2006; Frisbee, 2007). NO bioavailability is determined by the balance 122 

between NO production and scavenging of NO by superoxide anions (O2
-
) and related 123 

reactive oxygen species. Experiments in isolated arteries and cultured endothelial 124 

cells have shown that the rate limiting enzyme for endothelial NO synthesis is 125 

endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS). The protein content and serine
1177

 126 

phosphorylation state together determine total eNOS activity and endothelial NO 127 

production (Mount et al., 2007). A major source of superoxide anion production and 128 

NO scavenging in the vascular wall is NAD(P)Hoxidase (NAD(P)Hox) (Brandes & 129 
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Kreuzer, 2005; Silver et al., 2007), and substantial expression of this enzyme is 130 

reported to occur in obesity (Brandes & Kreuzer, 2005; Silver et al., 2007).  131 

 132 

Strong evidence exists that moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT) delays or 133 

prevents the onset of obesity related chronic diseases (Barrett & Liu, 2013).  134 

However, the majority of the adult population does not meet the current 135 

recommendations to perform a minimum of 150 minutes of moderate intensity 136 

endurance exercise per week. (Haskell et al., 2007). 'Lack of time' is cited as the 137 

major reason for the widespread failure to adhere to this exercise recommendation 138 

(Trost et al., 2002). In a recent study, Cocks et al. (2013) showed that 6 weeks of 139 

sprint interval training (SIT) was more effective in increasing muscle microvascular 140 

eNOS content and equally effective at increasing microvascular density compared to 141 

traditional MICT in young sedentary males, despite the maximum weekly time 142 

commitment of SIT being 1.5 h compared to 5 h in the MICT group. However, at 143 

present there is no information on whether SIT might represent a time efficient 144 

alternative to improve microvascular enzyme expression and capillary density in 145 

obese individuals, and whether this leads to parallel metabolic and functional 146 

adaptations.  147 

 148 

Many previous studies (Burgomaster et al., 2008; Rakobowchuk et al., 2008; Cocks et 149 

al., 2013) investigating SIT have used “all out” cycling, in the form of repeated 30s 150 

Wingate tests. However, this method of training is very demanding, requires high 151 

levels of motivation and specialised cycle ergometers, and is therefore not a practical 152 

method of training for the majority of the obese population. These criticisms have led 153 
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to the development of high intensity interval training (HIT) protocols which use 154 

constant loads (Little et al., 2011). Constant load HIT protocols differ from “all out” 155 

SIT as the workload completed throughout each interval and between intervals is the 156 

same, unlike “all out” SIT where the workload will vary within each interval and 157 

between intervals depending on the gradual development of fatigue. As such, in the 158 

present study we developed a SIT protocol designed to maintain the anaerobic nature 159 

of “all out” SIT whilst utilizing the benefits of constant workload HIT. Although not 160 

SIT in the traditional sense (“all out” exercise) we have decided to call the developed 161 

protocol constant workload SIT, following the guidelines suggested by Weston et al. 162 

(2013) that interval training at an intensity above 100% VO2max should be referred to 163 

as SIT.   164 

 165 

The main aims of the current study were two-fold. First, we sought to determine the 166 

effects of 4 weeks constant workload SIT and MICT on skeletal muscle microvascular 167 

density and microvascular filtration capacity in previously sedentary obese young 168 

men. Secondly, we aimed to investigate the effects of constant workload SIT and 169 

MICT on skeletal muscle microvascular enzymes responsible for NO bioavailability 170 

(eNOS content and ser
1177

 phosphorylation and NOX2 content (NAD(P)Hox 171 

subunit)). We employed quantitative immunofluorescence microscopy, a recently 172 

developed technique to assess protein content and phosphorylation of the indicated 173 

enzymes specifically within the endothelial layer of the skeletal muscle 174 

microvasculature. Finally, the effects of constant workload SIT and MICT on arterial 175 

stiffness and blood pressure were investigated. We hypothesised that microvascular 176 

density would increase in response to both modes of training, and that eNOS protein 177 
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content would be increased and NOX2 protein content would be reduced in the 178 

endothelial cell layer of terminal arterioles and capillaries of skeletal muscle. 179 

 180 

 181 

 182 

 183 

 184 

 185 

 186 

 187 

 188 

 189 

 190 

 191 

 192 

 193 

 194 

 195 

 196 

 197 

 198 

 199 

 200 

 201 

 202 
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Materials and methods  203 

Participants and ethical approval 204 

16 young sedentary obese men, with a BMI ≥ 30 kg.m
-2

 and currently participating in 205 

less than 1 h structured physical activity per week, completed the study (Table 1). 206 

Participants were randomly assigned to either SIT or MICT groups, in a matched 207 

fashion based on age, BMI and VO2peak (n=8). Participants were free of diagnosed 208 

cardiovascular and metabolic disease and other contraindications to participate in 209 

exercise training interventions, ascertained through a medical screening process. Two 210 

participants had impaired fasting glucose (fasting plasma glucose ≥ 6.1mmol/L) (n= 1 211 

SIT, n= 1 MICT), and 4 participants had a combination of impaired fasting glucose 212 

and impaired glucose tolerance (2h oral glucose tolerance glucose value between 7.8 213 

and 11.1mmol/L) (n=2 SIT, n=2 MICT). All participants gave written informed 214 

consent to a protocol adhering to the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the 215 

Black Country NHS Research Ethics Committee. 216 

 217 

Pre-training testing protocol 218 

Participants first completed an incremental exercise test to exhaustion on an 219 

electromagnetically braked cycle ergometer to determine maximal aerobic power 220 

(Wattmax (Wmax)) and VO2peak (Cocks et al., 2013). Following sufficient rest 221 

participants in the SIT group were familiarised to the SIT protocol by performing 2 222 

SIT repetitions.  223 

 224 

Three to 7 days after the incremental exercise test participants attended the laboratory 225 

for the pre-training testing protocol. Following a 24h standardised diet (Cocks et al., 226 

2013) and after an overnight fast, vascular function was assessed (blood pressure, 227 
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arterial stiffness and microvascular filtration capacity), this was followed by a resting 228 

muscle biopsy, oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) and finally body composition 229 

assessment using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA, Hologic Discovery W 230 

with Hologic QDR software for windows XP version 12.4.2).  231 

 232 

Post-training procedures 233 

The post-training VO2peak testing was performed the day before the final training 234 

session. A minimum of 48 hours after the final training session the post-training 235 

testing protocol was conducted with procedures, methods and timings identical in all 236 

respects to the pre-training testing protocol. 237 

 238 

Arterial stiffness 239 

Supine blood pressure was measured using an automated sphygmomanometer 240 

(Omron 7051T, Omron Corporation, Kyoto, Japan) following 15 minutes of supine 241 

rest. Systemic wave reflection was then investigated using pulse wave analysis 242 

conducted using a semi-automated device and software (SphygmoCor, AtCor 243 

Medical, Sydney, Australia). Using this augmentation index (AIx) was calculated 244 

(Cocks et al., 2013). Central (carotid- femoral, cPWV) and peripheral (carotid- radial, 245 

pPWV) artery stiffness were investigated by pulse wave velocity, assessed using a 246 

semi-automated device and software, (SphygmoCor, AtCor Medical, Sydney, 247 

Australia) (Cocks et al., 2013). All measurements were made in triplicate.  248 

 249 

Venous occlusion plethysmography  250 

Microvascular filtration capacity (Kf) was measured through venous occlusion 251 

plethysmography, using the principles described by Gamble et al. (1993) and the 252 
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methods described by Cocks et al. (2014). However, the method was adapted to use a 253 

mercury-in-silastic strain gauge and semi-automated inflation pump (Hokanson, Inc). 254 

Strain gauge and pressure cuff signal were sampled at 1000Hz and stored for offline 255 

assessment of Kf.  256 

 257 

Muscle biopsy 258 

A resting muscle biopsy was taken from the lateral portion of the m. vastus lateralis 259 

using the percutaneous needle biopsy technique under local anaesthetic (1% 260 

lidocaine), as recently described (Tarnopolsky et al., 2011). Samples were embedded 261 

in Tissue-Tek OCT Compound (Sakura Finetek Europe, Zoeterwoude, Netherlands) 262 

and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen cooled isopentane (Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, 263 

UK). Samples were then stored at -80
o
C until analysis.  264 

 265 

Oral glucose tolerance test and Matsuda insulin sensitivity index 266 

Following the insertion of a cannula into an antecubital vein, a resting 25 ml blood 267 

sample was taken; participants then completed a 2 h oral glucose tolerance test. Area 268 

under the curve (AUC) for insulin and glucose during the oral glucose tolerance test 269 

and Matsuda insulin sensitivity index were calculated (Cocks et al. (2013). 270 

 271 

Training  272 

Training was initiated ~48 hours after the pre-training testing protocol. Training for 273 

the MICT group consisted of 40-60 min continuous cycling on an electromagnetically 274 

braked cycle ergometer at an intensity eliciting ̴ 65% VO2peak. Participants trained 5 275 

times per week. Following 2 weeks of training a second incremental exercise test was 276 

conducted and workload was adjusted accordingly. The duration of the sessions was 277 
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increased from 40 min during the first 7 sessions, to 50 min for sessions 8-14 and 60 278 

min for sessions 15-20. The SIT group performed a 2 minute warm up at 50 W 279 

followed by repeated 30 s high intensity cycling bouts at a workload corresponding to 280 

200% Wmax. High intensity bouts were interspersed with 120 s of cycling at 30 W for 281 

recovery. Participants completed 4 intervals for the first 3 sessions; this was increased 282 

by 1 repetition every 3 sessions, participants did 12 sessions in total, completing 7 283 

intervals during the final training session.  284 

 285 

A workload corresponding to 200% Wmax was chosen because previous unpublished 286 

work from the authors showed that Wingate based SIT elicited a mean power output 287 

equivalent to approximately 200% Wmax, as determined by progressive exercise test to 288 

exhaustion.  Thus, to closely match the mean workload of Wingate based SIT 200% 289 

Wmax was used.  290 

 291 

Quantitative immunofluorescence 292 

NOX2 content in the skeletal muscle microvascular endothelium and sarcolemma was 293 

assessed using the previously developed immunofluorescence staining protocol and 294 

quantification technique (Cocks et al., 2012; Cocks et al., 2013). However, the 295 

immunofluorescence staining protocol and quantification technique used for eNOS 296 

content and eNOS ser
1177

 phosphorylation (Cocks et al., 2012) has been adapted to 297 

allow for differentiation between skeletal muscle capillaries and terminal arterioles. 298 

This adapted technique is described below. 299 

 300 

Sections were fixed in acetone and ethanol (3:1). Sections were then incubated with 301 

antibodies against either eNOS (Transduction Laboratories, Lexington, KY) or p-302 
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eNOS ser
1177

 (Cell Signalling Technology, Beverly, MA) in combination with anti-α 303 

smooth muscle actin (SMA; abcam, Cambridge, UK) as a marker to differentiate 304 

between terminal arterioles and capillaries. Sections were then incubated with 305 

appropriately labelled secondary antibodies (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK), in combination 306 

with Ulex Europaeus-FITC conjugated (UEA-I-FITC; Sigma-Aldrich, UK) as a 307 

marker of the endothelium. coverslips were then applied using a glycerol and mowiol 308 

4-88 solution. 309 

 310 

Images were acquired with an inverted confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM-710, Carl 311 

Zeiss, Germany) with a 40x oil immersion objective. FITC fluorescence was excited 312 

with a 488 nm line of the argon laser and detected with 493-559 nm emission. Alexa 313 

fluor 546 and 633 fluorophore were excited with 543 nm and 633 nm lines of the 314 

Helium-Neon laser and 548-623 nm and 638-747 nm emission, respectively. Identical 315 

settings were used for all image capture within each participant. 316 

 317 

Image analysis was performed using Image Pro Plus 5.1 software. Blood vessels were 318 

divided into either capillaries or arterioles using the αSMA image. The endothelial 319 

(UEA-I-FITC) outline was then overlaid onto the corresponding eNOS or p-eNOS 320 

ser
1177

 image. Fluorescence intensity of the eNOS or p-eNOS ser
1177

 signal was 321 

quantified within the endothelial specific area. Diameter of the terminal arterioles was 322 

also determined on calibrated images using Image Pro Plus 5.1 software (Media 323 

Cybernetics Inc, Bethesda, MD, USA), vessels larger than 20μm in diameter were 324 

excluded to remove 3rd and 4th order arterioles (Wu et al., 2011) from the analysis, 325 

which rarely appear in muscle cross-sections. 326 

 327 
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Capillarization  328 

Muscle sections were incubated with anti-myosin type I (developed by Dr Blau 329 

DSHB) followed by goat anti-mouse IgM 350 (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) to identify 330 

type I muscle fibres. This was performed in combination with UEA-I-FITC (Sigma-331 

Aldrich, UK) and wheat germ agglutinin-350 (WGA-350; Invitrogen, UK) as markers 332 

of the endothelium and plasma membrane, respectively. 333 

 334 

For analysis, slides were viewed using a Nikon E600 microscope using a 40x 0.75 335 

numerical aperture objective. Images were captured using a SPOT RT KE colour 336 

three shot camera (Diagnostic Instrument Inc., MI, USA). 337 

 338 

Capillaries were quantified in a fibre type specific manner manually, using the UEA-I, 339 

WGA-350 and myosin heavy chain images. The following indexes were measured 340 

(Hepple et al., 1997): 1) number of capillaries around a fibre (capillary contacts 341 

(CC)), 2) capillary-to-fibre ratio on an individual-fibre basis (C/FI), 3) capillary 342 

density (CD) and 4) capillary-fibre-perimeter exchange (CFPE) index. Fibre cross 343 

sectional area and perimeter were measured using ImagePro Plus 5.1 software. 344 

 345 

Statistics 346 

Capillary contacts, capillary-to-fibre ratio on an individual-fibre basis, capillary-fibre-347 

perimeter exchange, fibre cross sectional area and perimeter were analysed using a 348 

three way mixed ANOVA, with the between group factor ‘group’ (SIT versus MICT) 349 

and within group factors ‘training status’ (pre versus post training) and ‘fiber type’ 350 

(type I versus type II). eNOS content and eNOS ser
1177

 phosphorylation in capillaries 351 

and arterioles were also analysed using a three way mixed ANOVA, with the between 352 
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group factor ‘group’ (SIT versus MICT) and within group factors ‘training status’ (pre 353 

versus post training) and ‘vessel type’ (capillary versus terminal arteriole). All other 354 

variables were analysed using a two-way mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA), with 355 

the between group factor ‘group’ (SIT versus MICT) and repeated factor ‘training 356 

status’ (pre-training versus post-training). All analyses were performed using 357 

statistical analysis software (SPSS for windows version 16.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL).  358 

Significance was set at P ≤ 0.05. Data is presented as means ± S.E.M. Due to 359 

unsuccessful UEA-I FITC staining in one participant, eNOS, p-eNOS ser
1177 

and 360 

NOX2 within the endothelium is presented for 15 participants. The primary aim of the 361 

study was to compare the effects of SIT and MICT on muscle microvascular eNOS 362 

content and microvascular density.  The study was powered to detect between group 363 

(SIT versus MICT) differences in these variables in response to training. G*Power 3.1 364 

software (G*Power Software Inc., Kiel, Germany) was used to calculate the required 365 

sample size. The study was designed to detect a between group effect of f=0.30, 366 

representative of a medium sized effect (Cohen, 1992), adopting an alpha of 0.05 and 367 

power of 0.80. An f of 0.30 was deemed to be a physiologically relevant difference, as 368 

the authors have previously observed an effect of this size following 6 wk. of SIT and 369 

MICT in sedentary individuals (Cocks et al., 2013). 370 

 371 

 372 

 373 

 374 

 375 

 376 

 377 
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Results 378 

Training effect 379 

Training increased VO2peak (MICT 10%, SIT 13%) and Wmax (MICT 12%, SIT 11%) 380 

with a main effect of training (P < 0.05; Table 1), but no difference between groups. 381 

BMI was unchanged by training (P = 0.093), however a main effect of training and a 382 

significant interaction between training and group were observed for % body fat 383 

(P<0.05). When within group differences were examined % body fat was reduced 384 

only by MICT (MICT P<0.05, SIT P = 0.235), but there were no significant 385 

differences between training modes (Pre P = 0.644, Post P = 0.453) (Table 1). Resting 386 

heart rate was reduced following training in both SIT and MICT groups (main effect 387 

of training, P < 0.05; Table 1). MICT and SIT did not change mean (P = 0.282), 388 

systolic (P = 0.135) and diastolic (P = 0.580) blood pressure (Table 1). 389 

 390 

Insulin sensitivity  391 

The Matsuda insulin sensitivity index was significantly increased by MICT (24%) and 392 

SIT (11%), with no difference between training modes (main effect of training, P < 393 

0.05; Table 1). Both glucose and insulin AUC were also reduced by training (main 394 

effect of training, P < 0.05; Table 1). 395 

 396 

eNOS content and phosphorylation  397 

 Four weeks of either MICT or SIT significantly increased eNOS content in terminal 398 

arterioles (MICT 7%, SIT 10%) and capillaries (MICT 8%, SIT 19%), resulting in a 399 

significant main effect of training on skeletal muscle microvascular eNOS content (P 400 

< 0.05) (Fig. 1). eNOS content was significantly higher in terminal arterioles than 401 

capillaries in both groups pre- and post-training (main effect of vessel type, P < 0.05). 402 
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eNOS ser
1177

 phosphorylation, measured in the basal state, was increased by both 403 

MICT and SIT in arterioles (MICT 9%, SIT 6%) and capillaries (MICT 6%, SIT 7%), 404 

resulting in a significant main effect of training on eNOS ser
1177

 phosphorylation (P < 405 

0.05) (Fig. 2). Skeletal muscle eNOS ser
1177

 phosphorylation was significantly higher 406 

in terminal arterioles than capillaries in both groups pre- and post-training (main 407 

effect of vessel type, P < 0.05). However, when eNOS ser
1177

 phosphorylation was 408 

normalised to eNOS content both the effect of training and vessel type was no longer 409 

apparent (training effect P = 0.217, vessel type P = 0.269) (Fig. 2). Mean diameter of 410 

the arterioles assessed for eNOS and eNOS ser
1177

 phosphorylation pre- and post-411 

training was 9.8±0.2µm, consistent with the interpretation that only terminal or 5th 412 

order arterioles were analysed (Wu et al., 2011). 413 

 414 

NOX2 415 

 Skeletal muscle mixed microvascular (capillaries and terminal arterioles and 416 

collecting venules) endothelial NOX2 content was significantly reduced by MICT 417 

(13%) and SIT (16%), respectively, with no difference between training modes (main 418 

effect of training P < 0.05) (Fig. 3). However, sarcolemma-associated NOX2 419 

expression was unaltered by training, with no difference between groups (P=0.517) 420 

(Fig. 3). 421 

 422 

Microvascular filtration capacity and capillarization  423 

Training increased microvascular Kf (SIT pre 3.36± 0.46 ml xmin
-1 

x100ml
-1 

xmmHg
-

424 

1 
x10

-3 
versus post 3.89± 0.32 ml xmin

-1 
x100ml

-1
xmmHg

-1 
x10

-3
, MICT pre 4.66± 425 

0.56 mL min
-1 

100mL
-1 

mmHg
-1 

x10
-3

 versus post 5.94± 0.90 mL min
-1 

100mL
-1 

426 
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mmHg
-1 

x10
-3

)
 
with a main effect of training (P < 0.05), but no difference between 427 

groups.   428 

 429 

Type II fibres had a significantly larger fibre perimeter and fibre cross sectional area 430 

than type I fibres (perimeter, main effect of fibre type P < 0.05, FA, main effect of 431 

fibre type P < 0.05), but neither perimeter or FA was affected by training (perimeter P 432 

= 0.8, FA P = 0.968). Capillary density was increased 19% in the MICT group and 433 

6% in the SIT group, with no difference between groups (main effect of training, P 434 

<0.05). Capillary-fibre-perimeter exchange index, capillary contacts and capillary-to-435 

fibre ratio were all higher in type I fibres than type II fibres irrespective of training 436 

status (main effect of fibre type P < 0.05). Capillary-fibre-perimeter exchange index 437 

was increased by both MICT and SIT by 12% and 10%, respectively, with no 438 

difference between groups or within fibre types (main effect of training, P<0.05). 439 

Capillary contacts increased by 8% and 16% in the MICT and SIT groups, 440 

respectively, with no difference between groups or within fibre types (main effect of 441 

training, P <0.05). Capillary-fibre-perimeter exchange index was unchanged by 442 

training (P = 0.099). Data is presented in Table 2 and a representative image is 443 

presented in Figure 4. 444 

 445 

Arterial stiffness 446 

AIx@75bpm was significantly decreased following training, with no difference 447 

observed between training methods (main effect of training, P < 0.05; Fig. 5a). cPWV 448 

was decreased following MICT and SIT (main effect of training, P <0.05; Fig. 5b). 449 

Although pPWV was not significantly altered following either training mode, there 450 

was a trend towards a reduction (P = 0.064; Fig. 5c). 451 
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Discussion 452 

The most important novel findings of the present study are that 4 weeks of constant 453 

workload SIT and traditional MICT in young previously sedentary obese males: 1) 454 

increased skeletal muscle capillarization and microvascular Kf, a measure of the 455 

capillary surface area available for transendothelial transport of insulin and glucose, to 456 

a similar extent, 2) increased the endothelial eNOS content both in terminal arterioles 457 

and capillaries of skeletal muscle, 3) did not affect eNOS ser
1177

 phosphorylation 458 

when normalised to the increase in eNOS content, 4) similarly reduced the endothelial 459 

NOX2 content in a mixed analysis of capillaries and terminal arterioles. Importantly 460 

these microvascular adaptations were paralleled by improvements in maximum 461 

aerobic capacity and whole body insulin sensitivity. Finally, our results also show that 462 

constant workload SIT and MICT are effective interventions to reduce arterial 463 

stiffness in an obese population. These results suggest that constant workload SIT is a 464 

tolerable, effective and time efficient training mode for changing many of the 465 

measured variables in a direction consistent with health benefits in young obese 466 

males. 467 

 468 

Time efficient training stimulus 469 

Our group and others have shown that “all out” SIT based on repeated Wingate’s  is 470 

an effective means of improving a number of variables related to health, including 471 

aerobic capacity and insulin sensitivity, in previously sedentary lean individuals 472 

(Burgomaster et al., 2008; Babraj et al., 2009; Cocks et al., 2013). However, such “all 473 

out sprint” protocols have been criticised for the demanding nature and high levels of 474 

motivation required to complete the interventions. In addition, the specialised 475 

equipment required to perform Wingate’s prevents “all out” SIT from being 476 
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implemented in community interventions (Gibala & McGee, 2008). These criticisms 477 

have led to the suggestion that SIT may not be a suitable method of training in obese 478 

individuals and other groups with exercise limitations, such as the elderly and 479 

individuals with metabolic syndrome, type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease 480 

(Coyle, 2005). We therefore developed an alternative SIT protocol, which would 481 

maintain the anaerobic nature of “all out” SIT, but would be within the physical 482 

abilities of the obese volunteers participating in our study. All the obese volunteers 483 

were able to complete the 4 week 'constant workload' protocol and increase the 484 

number of repeated bouts from 4 in week 1 to 7 in week 4. The current study has 485 

shown that 4 weeks of this new 'constant workload' SIT protocol was as effective at 486 

increasing VO2peak as traditional MICT in this young previously sedentary obese 487 

group. Constant workload SIT also induced similar improvements in VO2peak in the 488 

present study to those observed following 6 weeks ‘all out’ SIT in lean sedentary 489 

individuals (9% current study versus 8% lean sedentary) (Cocks et al., 2013). As 490 

aerobic capacity has been shown to be a more powerful predictor of mortality than 491 

established clinical risk factors such as hypertension and type II diabetes (Myers et 492 

al., 2002), the improvement in VO2peak following constant load SIT and MICT may 493 

have long-term health benefits if maintained over the lifespan. Constant workload SIT 494 

was also as effective as MICT at increasing insulin sensitivity in the obese group 495 

studied. As insulin resistance in obesity is strongly associated with the development 496 

of type II diabetes (Guilherme et al., 2008), the improvement in insulin sensitivity 497 

may ultimately result in reduced progression to type II diabetes.  498 

 499 

Skeletal muscle endothelial enzymes regulating NO bioavailability 500 
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The technique used in the current study to investigate eNOS content and ser
1177

 501 

phosphorylation is modified from the previous technique outlined by Cocks et al. 502 

(2012). The novelty of the modification is that it allows differentiation between 503 

arterioles and capillaries. Mean arteriole diameter was 9.8±0.2 µM suggesting that the 504 

data we report primarily concerns terminal arterioles (TA; also named 5th order 505 

arterioles) (Frisbee et al., 2011), representing a significant improvement on the 506 

previously described method (Cocks et al., 2012). Terminal arterioles have been 507 

reported to control the recruitment of microvascular units (one terminal arteriole 508 

supplying blood to groups of approximately 20 capillaries) and, therefore the 509 

perfusion of skeletal muscle capillaries (Delashaw & Duling, 1988; Segal & Bearden, 510 

2012). Therefore, knowledge of the eNOS protein content and eNOS ser
1177

 511 

phosphorylation specifically in the endothelial cell layer of terminal arterioles in 512 

skeletal muscle will help to provide mechanistic information on the control of 513 

capillary perfusion in response to exercise, insulin and VEGF, and on the blunting of 514 

these signals in sedentary and obese individuals and patients with insulin resistance, 515 

metabolic syndrome, type II diabetes and cardiovascular disease. As result of this 516 

technical advance it was possible to observe a higher eNOS content in the 517 

endothelium of skeletal muscle arterioles compared to capillaries. This finding is 518 

consistent with previous work conducted in the coronary microcirculation of pigs 519 

where eNOS content was also higher in arterioles than capillaries (Laughlin et al., 520 

2003). 521 

 522 

The finding of an increased eNOS content following SIT and MICT in both terminal 523 

arterioles and capillaries is novel. It, however, is in agreement with previous work 524 

from our laboratory in young sedentary males in which a mixture of skeletal muscle 525 
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microvessels (arterioles, capillaries and venules) were analysed. The eNOS content in 526 

that study was increased following 6 wk of both SIT and MICT (Cocks et al., 2013). 527 

Unlike the previous study, where a significantly larger increase in eNOS content 528 

occurred following SIT (36%) than MICT (16%), eNOS content was increased to a 529 

similar extent by both training modes in the current study in obese individuals.  530 

eNOS ser
1177

 phosphorylation was increased in arterioles and capillaries following 531 

SIT and MICT, however, when this was normalised to eNOS protein content the 532 

difference was eliminated, suggesting that elevations in eNOS ser
1177

 were the result 533 

of the increased eNOS protein content and not an increase in the phosphorylation state 534 

following training. The findings do however suggest that eNOS ser
1177

 535 

phosphorylation responds differently to training in obese than lean sedentary 536 

individuals, as 6 wk of MICT or SIT resulted in a significant reduction in eNOS 537 

ser
1177 

phosphorylation (mixed skeletal muscle microvasculature) in sedentary young 538 

men (Cocks et al., 2013).  539 

 540 

Skeletal muscle microvascular NOX2 content was reduced following both SIT and 541 

MICT in obese participants. The decrease in NOX2 following 4 wk of either SIT or 542 

MICT is important as it will reduce NO quenching and increase NO bioavailability. 543 

The findings of the current study suggest that adaptations to skeletal muscle 544 

microvascular NOX2 content may differ between lean sedentary and obese sedentary 545 

men as skeletal muscle microvascular NOX2 content was not reduced after 6 weeks 546 

of SIT or MICT in sedentary males (Cocks et al., 2013).  547 

 548 

The increase in eNOS content of terminal arterioles and reduction in mixed 549 

microvascular NOX2 content will improve the balance between NO production and 550 
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NO quenching and will thus increase NO bioavailability in obese individuals. This 551 

mechanism may contribute to the improved insulin sensitivity observed following SIT 552 

and MICT (Table 1.). Increases in skeletal muscle microvascular blood flow that are 553 

seen in response to insulin infusion or mixed-meal ingestion are impaired in obesity 554 

(Clerk et al., 2006; Keske et al., 2009) and contribute to impaired glucose disposal in 555 

this population. It was assumed in these human studies that an impairment in the 556 

endothelial insulin signalling cascade prevented insulin induced eNOS activation, by 557 

means of ser
1177

 phosphorylation, in the terminal arterioles of skeletal muscle and 558 

therefore insulin mediated recruitment of microvasculature units and capillaries was 559 

impaired. In line with this suggestion Kubota et al (Kubota et al., 2011) showed that 560 

administration of bera-prost sodium, a stable prostaglandin I2 analog, which can 561 

increase eNOS mRNA and protein expression in endothelial cells, completely 562 

reversed the reduction in capillary recruitment and insulin delivery to the muscle 563 

interstitium observed in high fat diet-fed obese mice and also in mice with a genetic 564 

IRS-2 deletion (ETIrs2KO). As such, the increased eNOS content observed following 565 

training in the current study is likely to have beneficial effects on insulin mediated 566 

vasodilatation in the obese volunteers, making a contribution to the observed 567 

improvement in insulin sensitivity. In addition to eNOS mediated production of NO, 568 

quenching of NO by 
.
O2

-
 generated by NAD(P)Hox may further reduce NO 569 

bioavailability, further impairing insulin dependent increases in microvascular blood 570 

volume in obesity (Wagenmakers et al., 2006).  Therefore, the reduced NAD(P)Hox 571 

subunit protein content is also likely to contribute to improved insulin mediated 572 

vasodilatation in obesity, contributing to the observed improvement in insulin 573 

sensitivity seen following training.  574 

 575 
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Microvascular density 576 

This is the first study to measure capillary fibre perimeter exchange (CPFE) index 577 

following SIT or MICT in an obese group. The 4 wk SIT and MICT interventions 578 

both induced similar improvements in CFPE. CFPE index is regarded to be a valuable 579 

measure of microvascular density, as it may provide more information regarding the 580 

capacity for oxygen flux, and the transport of substances that rely on receptor or 581 

transporter-mediated processes (i.e., glucose and insulin) than traditional measures 582 

such as CD (Hepple, 1997). Four weeks of SIT and MICT also increased capillary 583 

density (CD) and capillary contacts (CC), a  finding that supports previous work 584 

following 3 months of aerobic training in obese women (Krotkiewski et al., 1983).  585 

The current study was also the first to compare the effect of SIT and MICT on fibre 586 

type specific angiogenesis in humans. The data showed that capillarization was 587 

increased independent of fibre type following both training modes. These results are 588 

in contrast to previous work in rats showing that interval training only increased 589 

capillary contacts in the white and mixed gastrocnemius, while low intensity 590 

continuous training increased capillary contacts in only the red and mixed portions of 591 

the gastrocnemius  (Gute et al., 1994). Further confirmation of the increase in 592 

capillary density is provided by the increase in microvascular Kf following SIT and 593 

MICT.  Microvascular Kf is a functional measure of capillary surface area available 594 

for diffusion of plasma water, known to correlate with capillary density (Charles et 595 

al., 2006).  596 

 597 

The increase in capillarization is likely to be a key adaptation contributing to the 598 

observed increase in VO2peak following SIT and MICT, as increases in capillarization 599 

are a well described adaptation contributing to the increases in aerobic exercise 600 
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capacity following training (Saltin, 1988; Bassett & Howley, 2000; Saltin & Gollnick, 601 

2011). A recent study by Akerstrom et al. (2014) has shown that increases in skeletal 602 

muscle capillary density directly contribute to increases in insulin sensitivity (using 603 

the α1-adrenergic receptor agonist Prazosin, which caused increases in skeletal 604 

muscle capillary density  without concomitant improvements in skeletal muscle 605 

insulin signalling). As such the elevated capillarization following SIT and MICT will 606 

also contribute to the improved delivery of nutrients and hormones to the muscle 607 

fibres, and therefore contribute to the improvements in insulin sensitivity in the 608 

current study. A concomitant increase in arteriolar density, as observed in rats 609 

following training (Laughlin et al., 2006), may combine with the increase in 610 

capillarisation to further improve the blood flow capacity of microvascular units.    611 

 612 

Arterial stiffness 613 

In the present study 4 weeks of constant workload SIT and MICT significantly 614 

reduced central artery stiffness and produced a strong trend for reduced peripheral 615 

artery stiffness in young healthy obese males. To the authors knowledge this is the 616 

first study to investigate arterial stiffness following SIT in an obese group, and only 617 

the second to study the effect of aerobic training on arterial stiffness, measured using 618 

PWV, in obesity. In line with the current study, Arena et al. (2005) showed that 10 619 

weeks of aerobic training reduced aortic PWV in obese individuals. The reduced 620 

central artery stiffness observed is of clinical relevance as obesity is related to 621 

increased central artery stiffness even in young individuals (Zebekakis et al., 2005) 622 

and is associated with negative cardiovascular outcomes (Cecelja & Chowienczyk, 623 

2009).  624 

 625 
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Previous studies using SIT (Cocks et al., 2013) or MICT (Hayashi et al., 2005) have 626 

shown no change in peripheral artery stiffness in sedentary lean young individuals. 627 

However, the influence of training on peripheral conduit artery stiffness (e.g., brachial 628 

artery) has not been investigated in an obese group, despite their known elevation in 629 

peripheral artery stiffness (Mitchell et al., 2004; Zebekakis et al., 2005). This 630 

elevation in peripheral artery stiffness observed in obesity may explain the strong 631 

trend for reduced peripheral artery stiffness following both SIT and MICT in the 632 

obese group studied.  633 

 634 

The current study is also the first to investigate the effect of SIT on AIx in obesity, 635 

and the first to compare the effects of SIT and MICT in this population. The results 636 

suggest that SIT and MICT were equally effective in improving AIx, an assessment of 637 

systemic wave reflection.  AIx has been shown to be of independent predictive value 638 

for all-cause mortality (Laurent et al., 2006), and provides additional information than 639 

that of PWV alone, as AIx is determined by changes in small artery tone and structure 640 

as well as central artery stiffness (Kelly et al., 2001).  641 

 642 

Conclusion 643 

This study provides the novel information that 4 weeks of constant workload SIT is as 644 

effective as 4 weeks of traditional MICT in increasing eNOS content and reducing 645 

NOX2 (NAD(P)Hox subunit) protein expression in young obese males. The study 646 

also shows for the first time that SIT and MICT both lead to significant increases in 647 

skeletal muscle capillarization in young obese males. In addition, it is shown that 648 

these changes in skeletal muscle microvascular structure and enzymes involved in NO 649 

bioavailability were paralleled by improvements in maximal aerobic capacity and 650 

insulin sensitivity, suggesting that microvascular adaptations may contribute to 651 
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functional improvements in young obese males. The SIT intervention used in this 652 

study involved a maximum time commitment of 1 h per wk., while the MICT 653 

intervention involved 5 h of exercise per wk., leading to the conclusion that constant 654 

workload SIT is a time efficient alternative to achieve metabolic effects that are likely 655 

to lead to long-term health benefits in young previously sedentary obese males. 656 

Finally, the study adds to the growing body of literature which suggests that constant 657 

workload SIT/ HIT are effective and tolerable exercise modes in a number of at risk 658 

populations.  659 

 660 
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 668 
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Tables 948 

Table 1. Subject characteristics, insulin sensitivity, hemodynamic and peak 949 

oxygen uptake pre and post 6 weeks of training. 950 

 MICT Sprint interval 

Variable Pre training Post training Pre training Post training 

Age (yr) 26±2 - 24±2 - 

Height (cm) 1.84±0.03 - 1.75±0.03 - 

Weight (kg) 113±6 111±6 110±5 109±5 

BMI (kg.m
-2

) 33.7±1.5 33.1±1.6 35.8±0.8 35.7±0.8 

Body Fat (%) 30.9±1.8 29.6±1.7
#
 32.2±2.1 31.8±2.3 

VO2peak (ml.kg
-1

.min
-1

) 35.1±1.5 39.8±2.7* 33.9±1.2 36.3±1.6* 

Wmax (W) 249±16 276±16* 214±14 245±15* 

ISI Matsuda 1.7±0.1 2.1±0.2* 1.8±0.1 2.0±0.2* 

Glucose AUC 

(mmol.L
-1

.120min
-1

) 

998±70 880±63* 971±49 915±46* 

Insulin AUC 

(mmol.L
-1

.120min
-1

) 

16559±804 13597±1339* 14492±1140 12607±1264* 

Resting heart rate 

(bpm) 

60±2 53±2* 65±3 60±2* 

Mean arterial pressure 

(mmHg) 

87±3 84±4 85±1 85±2 

Systolic blood 

pressure (mmHg) 

127±3 121±5 126±3 125±5 

Diastolic blood 67±3 65±3 64±2 65±2 
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pressure (mmHg) 

 951 

Values are means ± S.E.M., n=8 per group. * P < 0.05, main effect of training. 
# 

P < 952 

0.05 from pre training.953 
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Table 2. Capillarisation pre and post training. 

 MICT Sprint interval 

Variable Pre training Post training Pre training Post training 

Overall FA (mm
2
) 4626±325 4074±271 3806±283 4487±497 

Type I FA (mm
2
) 4296±368 2822±323 3551±288 4294±449 

Type II FA (mm
2
) 4968±332 4313±295 4081±358 4852±737 

Overall Perimeter (mm
2
) 281.1±10.2 267.7±9.2 265.8±17.1 276.0±13.6 

Type I Perimeter (mm
2
) 269.0±12.0 258.6±10.3 245.6±10.5 269.1±13.5 

Type II Perimeter (mm
2
) 292.7±9.7 276.9±10.7 287.0±29.3 287.3±18.3 

Overall CC 4.39±0.31 4.74±0.38* 4.84±0.40 5.62±0.21* 

Type I CC 4.61±0.34 4.91±0.36* 5.07±0.48 5.87±0.24* 

Type II CC 4.20±0.25 4.70±0.43* 4.72±0.37 5.43±0.20* 

Overall C/FI 1.69±0.13 1.80±0.15 1.84±0.18 2.15±0.09 

Type I C/FI 1.81±0.14 1.90±0.14 1.98±0.22 2.26±0.11 

Type II C/FI 1.58±0.11 1.76±0.17 1.80±0.17 2.07±0.09 

Overall CFPE 5.97±0.27 6.68±0.36* 7.20±0.58 7.93±0.36* 

Type I CFPE 6.69±0.23 7.31±0.25* 7.79±0.66 8.54±0.38* 

Type II CFPE 5.33±0.26 6.22±0.45* 6.81±0.56 7.30±0.34* 

CD (caps/ mm
2
) 636.1±25.1 756.5±32.5* 813.3±62.7 859.3±52.9* 

 

Values are means ± S.E.M. * P <0.05, main effect of training. FA, fibre cross sectional area, 

CD, capillary density, CC, capillary contacts, C/FI, capillary-to-fibre ratio on an individual-

fibre basis, CFPE, capillary-fibre-perimeter exchange. 
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Figure Legends  
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Figure 1. Effects of moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT), and sprint interval 

training (SIT) on eNOS content in capillaries and terminal arterioles. 

A. Representative confocal microscopy images of skeletal muscle from pre (a, c) and post (b, 

d) training, in capillaries (a, b) and arterioles (c, d). The skeletal muscle microvascular 

endothelium was revealed using Ulex Europaeus-FITC conjugated lectin (green). Arterioles 

and capillaries were differentiated using anti smooth muscle actin in combination with Alexa-

Fluror 633 conjugated secondary antibody (blue). Skeletal muscle eNOS expression was 

revealed using Alexa-Fluror 546 conjugated secondary antibody (red). Bar represents 50μm 

in a, b and 10μm in c, d. B Mean fluorescence intensity of eNOS is summarized. The mean 

level of eNOS in capillaries pre training was assigned a value of 1, and the relative intensity 

of eNOS post training was calculated (MICT n = 7, HIT n = 8). * P < 0.05, Main effect of 

training.  # P < 0.05, Main effect of vessel type. 
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Figure 2. Effects moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT),  and sprint interval 

training (SIT) on eNOS serine
1177 

phosphorylation in capillaries and terminal arterioles. 

A. Representative confocal microscopy images of skeletal muscle from pre (a, c) and post (b, 

d) training, in capillaries (a, b) and arterioles (c, d). The skeletal muscle microvascular 

endothelium was revealed using Ulex Europaeus-FITC conjugated lectin (green). Arterioles 

and capillaries were differentiated using anti smooth muscle actin in combination with Alexa-

Fluror 633 conjugated secondary antibody (blue). Skeletal muscle eNOS ser1177 

phosphorylation was revealed using Alexa-Fluror 546 conjugated secondary antibody (red). 

Bar represents 50μm in a, b and 10μm in c, d. B Mean fluorescence intensity of eNOS ser
1177

 

is summarized (MICT n = 7, HIT n = 8). The mean level of eNOS ser
1177

 pre training pre 

exercise was assigned a value of 1, and the relative intensity of eNOS ser
1177 

post training or 

post exercise was calculated. C eNOS ser
1177

phosphorylation normalised to eNOS content 

(eNOS content/ eNOS ser
1177

 phosphorylation) (MICT n = 7, HIT n = 8). * P < 0.05, Main 

effect of training. # P < 0.05, Main effect of vessel type.  
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Figure 3. Effects of moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT), and sprint interval 

training (SIT) on NOX2 content. 

A. representative widefield microscopy images of skeletal muscle pre (left) and post (right) 

training. Skeletal muscle NOX2 content was revealed using Alexa-Fluror 594 conjugated 

secondary antibody (red). Bar = 50μm. B Mean fluorescence intensity of NOX2 within the 

endothelium is summarized (MICT n = 7, HIT n = 8). C Mean fluorescence intensity of 

NOX2 within the sarcolemma is summarized (MICT n = 7, HIT n = 8). The mean level of 

NOX2 pre training was assigned a value of 1, and the relative intensity of NOX2 post 

training was calculated.  
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Figure 4. Effect of training on skeletal muscle capillarization. 

Representative widefield microscopy images of skeletal muscle pre (left) and post (right) 

training. Skeletal muscle capillarization was revealed using Ulex Europaeus-FITC conjugated 

lectin (UEA-I, green), the skeletal muscle membrane was revealed using wheat germ 

agglutinin-350 (WGA-350, blue) and fibre type was revealed using anti-myosin type I (red). 

Composite image shows a combination of the UEA-I and WGA-350 images. Bar = 50μm. 
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Figure 5. Effect of moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT), and sprint interval 

training (SIT) on systemic wave reflections and central and peripheral artery stiffness. 

A. systemic wave reflections measured using Augmentation index normalized to 75 bpm 

(AIx@75bpm) following MICT and SIT. B. Central artery (aortic) stiffness measured using 

pulse wave velocity (PWV) following MICT and HIT. C. Peripheral artery (brachial artery) 
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stiffness measured using pulse wave velocity following MICT and SIT. * P < 0.05, Main 

effect of training. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


